[The formation and the information of the prevention and safety in construction].
The relation takes in consideration puts into effect it them adequacy of the information, the formation and of the training in building. It distinguishes between information, formation and training obbligatori and opportune. It indicates the necessity that the contents of the information and the formation they are: specific, punctual and it adapts to you; adaptable to the various situations, acceptable, effectively feasible; with you specify objects to you to catch up; sostenibili in terms of cost. And above all that they work for objects to it to you that us had been placed. The relation indicates which strategies an employer can follow in order to catch up adequate and a reasonable one level of informazione/formazione and which it is, today, the situation of our enterprises buildings, analyzing like the evolution of the labor market and the use of sub the contracts goes, in consisting way, to modify the situation pre-esistente. It analyzes many of the situations industrial accident researches for which the information, the formation and the training they introduce unsatisfactory. It tries to give answers to following interrogated to you opened: Which duration and which contents must have theformation? To who it goes turned? Who must be supplied? To such aim it distinguishes between: course very defined (from specific norms) for contained and duration, Iter you drained to us, course rendered obbligatori or opportune from the enforced norms, but does not codify to you. It characterizes in the employers of the small enterprises, in the attache's it specializes to you and generic and in the futures professionals of field during the scholastic formation the subjects give to privilege in the formation. It reconstructs the offer of formation, information and information available today and which addresses they can be develops to you.